Introduction
The physiology of nodule bacteria, like the physiology of crops for example, demands the application of physiological methods to their vital phenomena if we are to determine the optimum conditions and the limiting factors for their growth, their nodulation, and their nitrogen fixation. It is the nitrogen fixation in particular which shall be considered as the real function of root nodule bacteria. Conditions can be classified as optimum and factors as limiting according to the criterion of extensive or limited nitrogen fixation. Nodulation of the host plant can also be included as a part of the proper functioning of the root nodule bacteria.
Control of Separate Factors Difficult. Observation of the vital phenomena of nitrogen-fixing bacteria becomes a problem about as difficult as that of learning the physidlogy of the goose laying the golden eggs as cited in fabled literature. The life processes of the bacteria are hidden within the plant and modified by the soil. Thus, we are confronted with conglomerate problems of bacteria, plant, and soil. This triad lends itself with difficulty to scientific control for investigation of its complicated performance. The bacteria are subject to wide variation when successive generations follow so rapidly on each other. The soil and the plant are each not a single factor but again a composite of several. It is, thus, almost impossible to hold any two of these three factors at a constant performance while the third is varied in experimental way to determine such effect on the process of nitrogen fixation, or the physiology of the nodule bacteria.
Study of Isolated Factors Insufficient.
These factors cannot perform truly independently of each other. The complete and supposedly normal physiology of the nodule bacteria in the process of nitro tion cannot be learned by their isol from the nodule into artificial medi they either refuse to fix nitrogen, they do, its amounts are insufficient as indicators of variable conditions ing factors. Within the soil and in sence of the plant, the nodule bacte again beyond control and even carefu vation. Chemical measures of their ance are impossible. When active wi plant that is growing in an aqueous medium, accurate measures and carefu vations are possible. These conditi however, still far removed from thos ing in the soil. The influence on t and, thus, possibly on the nodule ba Rhizobia, by ionic nutrients in high trations may easily be expected to b ferent from the low ionic concentrat the adsorbed condition of nutrients the soil.
Studies up to the present ti these various approaches have not be ly complete, because of their failur trol the soil, but they have contrib to our knowledge of the physiology o bia. The literature is voluminous a been shown by the monograph of Fred Any phase of these approaches is too sive for review here. Such studies however, made it possible to produce oratory cultures of known inoculatin and quality. Aqueous growth media f plants have elucidated the importanc nutrients required in much larger am these than by non-leguminous plants. have pointed to the influences of ma tors operating and to the complexity entire process. Little has been pos however, in controlling the soil acc enough so as to venture the study of fixation with the soil as one of the items under chemical control.
Soil Factors under Control b
Colloidal Clay. Agronomists may not
